
Your name? Thoughts on Bruce Johnson's proposed sculpture "Koan"?

Jad This is an opportunity to own an amazing piece by a renowned local artist. This is the best of the three proposals as it holds the space with power and grace, while the other two seem flimsy and lightweight in comparison. 

Jessie Kroeck This one seems a bit heavy and it looks like a hand holding chopsticks, which works with connected our sister city. But it doesn’t feel like it represents the lightness of Sebastopol. 

Jeff Savage I prefer the Diego Harris sculpture

Arthur Lightman Beautiful - nice beach feel.  I imagine this would be climbed on a lot by various kids and others.  Likely to be covered in bird droppings soon enough. 

Jennifer Hainstock Too heavy and uninviting.

Michael Brickey Multi-planer aspect is interesting.  Has a bulky and immovable quality to it in my view.  

Alice Great piece.  Reminds me of the Russian river.   Second preference.  

Dorothy Janson Does not inspire me at all!  It makes me feel anger or destruction.  Can we afford City money for such art when other City services are under review for reduction?

Suzanne Wright I cannot tell how big it is but it evokes no response from me. So, neural.

Loretta Mijares I like honoring Bruce Johnson's legacy, but this work seems heavy and easy to misinterpret.

Steve This is my favorite but I can't tell its size.  

tom Sadly we don't have any city money to spend on bad art installations

Daniel De Kay, 8451 Valley View Court, Sebastopol.There are a number of Bruce's artworks in the Sebastopol / west county area.  It would be fitting to honor Bruce's contribution to the west county to include his piece in our town.  Having a sculpture of his would bring honor to Sebastopol.  The title, "Koan", is a philosophical idea that speaks to the open-mindedness of Sebastopol's community.  Bruce's art is graceful, peaceful, universal; again, traits that speak to the community of Sebastopol.

Eri Sawairi  Local ar st known in various places in the county. The use of redwood and copper shows how the two elements so difference can be beau ful in harmony.It is my favorite peace for the trail.

Claire Drucker Interesting but not my favorite.

Gen Medina ??

Trevor Wofford This is my least favorite out of the three

Lissette Pena Perez This one is cool and also something kids would love to play with.

Amy Truong Love it!  Has a natural feel.  Like the rock with the wood. First choice

Ellen Brandt  Wonderful! Love the lines, the next, the texture. Would like this to be chosen. 

Annalyce LaSource Beautiful, but would be my second choice

Sophie Carbone Not this one 

Karen Felker This design does not appeal to me

Alyssa Love the wood elements of this sculpture 

Judith Rousseau enigmatic, mysterious and beautiful I vote for this one

Adam Best one

Gail fanning Excellent...I vote for this one!

June Yost This is my favorite

Allison Yost 1

JJ Yost Best
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Your name?   Thoughts on Diego Harris' proposed sculpture? Please share your Comments, Feedback, and or Preferences. 

Jad Flimsy 

Jessie Kroeck This is my first choice. It captures the quirkiness of Sebastoool and flow of the community. I like the tree imagery that connects to the history of apple growing. The shadow it makes is also very cool. 

Jeff Savage This one or one like it. It has more flow than the other two, reminds me of a tree or grape vine tendrils, very organic, good negative space, more whimsy.

Arthur Lightman Whimsical - someone recently told me that the spiral of ancient southwest peoples often told of water being available nearby.  This does remind me of that and the fact the Laguna de Santa Rosa runs near with all it's water.   

Jennifer Hainstock Happy and inviting.

Michael Brickey Like the curvy-tendril-natural plant-like nature of the piece.  Would look great near water-ocean/lake.

Alice This style piece embodies what it feels like to be in Sebastopol.   There’s a whimsical element to it along with the movement of air and water.  It also hints at being like a tree.  The piece evokes the emotions of peace and joy in me.  Diego’s my preferred artist.

Dorothy Janson Too much "alice in wonderland" memory.  Do not see what relevance it has to a trail.  Too ephemeral.

Suzanne Wright I love the flow and that it is taken from nature (a tree?) it is beautiful. 

Loretta Mijares I love the whimsy of Diego Harris' work for a public space--it would make the bike trail a magical place to enter.

Steve Not sure if this fits the local

tom we don't have any city money to spend on bad art. This one would be damaged vagrants, looks too fragile

Daniel De Kay, 8451 Valley View Court, Sebastopol.This is a nice piece but lacks the west Sonoma County feel that Bruce's work has.

Eri Sawairi Does not call my attention.

Claire Drucker This sculpture gets my vote!! Very fluid, alive and full of movement.

Gen Medina Very representative of Sebastopol 

Trevor Wofford This is my favorite of the three

Lissette Pena Perez This one is my preference as it blends with nature and trees are such a beautiful representation of life

Amy Truong Like the curves and the tree form.  Second choice

Ellen Brandt Cool! But not my favorite. 

Annalyce LaSource Beautiful, but not for the trail

Sophie Carbone This one! 

Karen Felker I prefer this one. I like the shape.

Alyssa This is my favorite! I love the unique tree 

Judith Rousseau interesting

Adam 3rd best one

Gail fanning Interesting...but says nothing about sebastopol

June Yost Third

Allison Yost 3

JJ Yost N/a



Your name? Thoughts on Michael Per Erik Lindell's proposed sculpture? 

Jad Flimsy 

Jessie Kroeck My least favorite. It’s boring and doesn’t connect with Sebastopol that I can imagine. 

Jeff Savage I prefer the Harris sculpture.

Arthur Lightman I like the flowing-ness of this one.  Does it spin?  It would be cool if it did as people could twirl it as they passed by and so could the wind.  I vote for this one, especially if it spins, or the water spirals.

Jennifer Hainstock Attractive but I like the one by Diego Harris better. 

Michael Brickey Has the appearance of being kinetic-in motion and is tall enough to gather a reaction --ie require a response.  Taller is better in this location I think.

Alice Hard to tell from this photo what the experience of this piece is in person.  It might be wonderful as one walks past it.  I just can’t tell from the photo.

Dorothy Janson Does it spin in the wind?  What relevance to have at the head of a walking trail?

Suzanne Wright It is ok. Does it move? If it moves, I’d like it better… 

Loretta Mijares I don't feel any engagement with this piece.

Steve Not sure what this represents

tom we don't have city money to spend on bad art installations. Will the artists be paying for upkeep?

Daniel De Kay, 8451 Valley View Court, Sebastopol.Again, a nice piece but not in the same spirit as Bruce's work.

Eri Sawairi Does not call my attention.

Claire Drucker My least favorite of the three.

Gen Medina Abstract but needs character 

Trevor Wofford This one is my second favorite, I’d happy with either it or the Diego Harris sculpture

Lissette Pena Perez I like the design, definitely never seen something like this

Amy Truong I like this but seems more appropriate for an art center.  Third choice

Ellen Brandt Not whatBo would chose for this location. 

Annalyce LaSource Love the flow of it and the shapeliness of the sculpture, mimics nature, but stands out! 1st choice

Sophie Carbone Not this one 

Karen Felker An interesting media but not my first choice.

Alyssa Second favorite, love the shape and many layer of this piece 

Judith Rousseau elegant

Adam 2nd best one

Gail fanning Ugly

June Yost Second

Allison Yost 2

JJ Yost N/a


